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A method is proposed to retrieve mathematical formula in LaTeX documents. Firstly, we represent the retrieved mathematical
formula by binary tree according to its LaTeX description, normalize the structure of the binary tree, and obtain the structure code
and then search the mathematical formula table that is named by the structure code and the formula elements of the first two levels
of the binary tree in the mathematical formula database. If the table exists, then we search the normalizing variable name preorder
traversing sequence of the binary tree in the table and display the document information that contain the mathematical formula.
The experimental results show that the algorithm realizes the retrieval ofmathematical formula in LaTeX documents and has higher
retrieval precision and faster retrieval speed.
1. Introduction
With the rapid development of the internet and digital
libraries, more and more documents that contain mathemat-
ical formulas are stored on the computer. In order to share
and communicate these documents quickly, online retrieval
for mathematical formulas has attracted much attention and
has become an important research area.
The retrieval technology for text already is relatively
mature [1–7]. However, how to effectively retrieve mathe-
matical formulas in documents is still an ongoing research
issue [8]. And some control ideas, such as data driven [9–
13] and system switch [14–17], have also been employed for
this. Lee and Wang [18] presented a system of mathemat-
ical formula reorganization, but this system cannot handle
multiline mathematical formulas, as well as more complex
single-line ones. Fateman et al. [19] designed a system of
mathematical formula reorganization, but the system can
only reorganize integral tables with fixed format. Zanibbi et
al. [20–22] proposed methods that can achieve good results
for scanned images of the formulas and support automatic
evaluation of recognition performance. Nonetheless, the
methods cannot analyze the expression with two or more
modifiers. MatheReader [23] can recognize more kinds of
mathematical expressions; however, it still does not reach the
degree of practical application.
The description methods of mathematical formulas
mainly include MathML, LaTeX, and image. Among them,
LaTeX has been widely used to edit scientific papers, books,
files, dissertations,manuscripts, personal letters, and a variety
of complex symbolic formulas. In addition, other format doc-
uments can be easily converted to LaTeX format. Therefore,
a method is proposed to retrieve mathematical formula in
LaTeX documents.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives the binary tree description of mathematical formula.
Section 3 introduces the design of database. Section 4
describes our mathematical formula retrieval method in
detail. Experimental results are presented in Section 5. Con-
clusion is outlined in Section 6.
2. Binary Tree Representation of
Mathematical Formula
2.1. Construction of Binary Tree. Due to the noticeable struc-
tural feature, a complicated mathematical formula in LaTeX
form can be divided into multiple subexpressions and then
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Table 1: Data structure of a binary tree.
Field Data type Meaning
Formula element String Operator, variable, or constant
Category String
OPS (satisfying the commutative
law), VAR (variable), OPU (not
satisfying the commutative law), and
CON (constant)
Priority Integer
Operator priority (the larger the
value is, the higher the priority is;
maximum machine number if
priority is for variables and constants)
Combination String LR (left-right), UD (up-down), andSG (single)
Node height Integer The height of the binary tree thatregards current node as root
Structure code String
Structure code of current node =
structure code of its left child + node
height + its structure code of right
child
each subexpression can be divided into much smaller ones.
We repeat the procedure until no collapsible component is
left. The final subexpressions are called formula elements.
The operator has three operands, such as “∑,” which has
a close relationship with its top region, bottom region, and
right region. We combine it with the right subexpression by
adding an operator “link.”
We traverse the formula element string with “link” from
left to right to generate the priority list of formula elements
and then the binary tree representation of a mathematical
formula can be obtained according to its structural feature
and the priority list. The data structure of the binary tree is
given in Table 1.
We use recursion approach to get the binary tree rep-
resentation of a formula element. Root, the lowest priority
element, is first created and then we create the left subtree
according to the elements before the root element in the
formula element string. Accordingly, the right subtree can be
created by the elements after the root element in the formula
element string.
For each node, its element category and combination can
be determined by the formula element. The height of each
node can be calculated by the following:
𝐻(node) = 𝐻
𝑟
> 𝐻
𝑙
? 𝐻
𝑟
: 𝐻
𝑙
+ 1, (1)
where 𝐻(node) is the height of node, 𝐻
𝑙
is the height of left
child of node, and𝐻
𝑟
is the height of right child of node.
For example, for mathematical formula (∑10
𝑖=1
𝑎
𝑖
+
𝑥 × 𝑦 × 𝑧) × (𝑥 × 𝑦 + 𝑦 × 𝑧), its LaTeX form is
(\sum [i=1]∧[10]a∧i+x\times y\times z)\times(x\times y+y
\times z). The corresponding binary tree representation is
given in Figure 1.
2.2. Normalization Processing. Due to the fact that some
operators satisfy the commutative law, that is, for these
operands, one can exchange them randomly for constituting
different mathematical expressions; the meanings of these
expressions are identical. But it is worth noting that the
structures of the corresponding binary trees are likely to
be different. Hence, the normalization must be done for
differently structural but identically meaningful binary trees.
We traverse the binary tree in preorder, if the category of the
formula element is OPS and the height of left child is higher
than that of right child, then exchanging the left subtree and
right subtree of the node. Figure 2 shows the normalized
binary tree corresponding to Figure 1.
After normalizing the binary tree, the structure code of
every node can be generated by traversing the binary tree in
postorder.The structure code of node “node” can be obtained
according to the following:
𝐶 (node)
= {
𝐶
𝑙
(code) + 𝐻 (code) + 𝐶
𝑟
(code) nonleft node
1 left node,
(2)
where 𝐶
𝑙
(node) is the structure code of left child of node and
𝐶
𝑟
(node) is the structure code of right child of node.
Note that variable names of mathematical expression are
independent of the formula meaning. For a given structure
binary tree, we can get its corresponding sequence of the
formula elements according to given traversal order. Tomake
the sequence unique, we still need to normalize all the
variable names in the sequence. The normalization approach
is to use a fixed set of variable names to successively replace
each formula element labeled “VAR” in the formula element
sequence.
3. Database Designing
Retrieval database of mathematical formulas contains two
kinds of tables: one is document information table and the
other is formula information table. Their structures are given
in Tables 2 and 3. Naming rule for the formula information
table is described as follows:
𝐶 (root) + 𝐸 (root) + 𝐸 (left child of root)
+ 𝐸 (right child of root) ,
(3)
where 𝐸(root) is the formula element of root, 𝐸
(left child of root) is the formula element of left child of
root, and 𝐸(right child of root) is the formula element of
right child of root.
Mathematical formulas with the same information,
including structure code, formula element of root, formula
element of the left child, and element of the right child, are
stored in a table.
4. Retrieval Algorithm
For the retrieved mathematical formula, we create the cor-
responding binary tree representation by its LaTeX format,
obtain the structure code after normalizing the structure of
binary trees, and then search the formula information table
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Figure 2: Normalized binary tree.
Table 2: Structure of document information table.
Field name Type Content
PAPER ID Text Document code
PAPER NAME Text Document name
PAPER IFO Text Document information
Table 3: Structure of formula information table.
Field name Type Content
FORMULA ID Text Formula code
PAPER ID Text Document code
NORMALIZED Text Normalized formula element sequence
named by structure code and the formula elements of the first
two layers of the binary tree in the formula database. If the
table exists, we find the preorder traversing sequence of the
binary tree in the table. The retrieval algorithm is described
in detail as follows.
Step 1. For a candidate testing LaTeX document, extract all
mathematical formulas to get a retrieved formula set Formula
= {𝑓
1
, 𝑓
2
, . . . , 𝑓
𝑛
} and go to Step 2.
Step 2. If Formula is nonempty, then take out a formula
𝑓
𝑖
from Formula, create its binary tree representation, and
normalize structure of the binary tree to get binary tree 𝑇
𝑖
.
Traverse 𝑇
𝑖
in preorder and normalize variable names to get
traversing sequence 𝐿
1
and go to Step 3; else, go to Step 8.
Step 3. Calculate the structure code of root according to (2).
Let T name be 𝐶(root) + 𝐸(root) + 𝐸(left child of root) +
𝐸(right child of root); go to Step 4.
Step 4. Search the data table named T name in the formula
database. If the table exists, go to Step 5; else, go to Step 7.
Step 5. 𝐿 = {𝐿
1
}. For each nonleft node, if its element
category is OPS and the heights of left child and right child
are identical, exchange its left and right subtrees. Traverse
the tree in preorder and normalize variable names to get
the corresponding traversal sequence. If the sequence is not
existing in 𝐿, then add the sequence to 𝐿. Finally, get formula
element sequence set 𝐿 = {𝐿
1
, 𝐿
2
, . . . , 𝐿
𝑚
} and go to Step 6.
Step 6. Search the formula element sequence that is the same
as 𝐿
𝑖
(𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑚) in the table. If it exists, output the
document information containing formula 𝑓
𝑖
; else, go to
Step 7.
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Table 4: The way of modifying mathematical formula.
1 2 3 4
Not
modifying
Modifying
variable
name
Exchanging
operands that the
operator satisfies
commutative law
Modifying variable
name and exchanging
operands that the
operator satisfies
commutative law
Step 7. If the element category of the root is OPS and
heights of its left child and right child are identical, exchange
𝐸(left child of root) and 𝐸(right child of root) in T name
and go to Step 3; else, go to Step 2.
Step 8. End.
5. Experimental Results
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method on
different types of mathematical formulas, we collect 1138
different mathematical formulas from 500 pressed research
papers written in English and Chinese. We represent every
mathematical formula by binary tree according to its LaTeX
description, normalize the structure of the binary tree, and
obtain the structure code. We save the preorder travers-
ing sequence of normalizing variable name to the formula
information table that is named by the structure code and
the formula elements of the first two levels of the binary
tree. We Save these documents information to the document
information table at the same time.
The computational experiments were done on a Pentium
2.0G with 2.0MB memory, Windows XP SP3, and ACCESS
2007. The precision, recall, and 𝐹
1
values are used to evaluate
the retrieval performance of the algorithm:
𝑃 =
𝐴
𝐴 + 𝐶
,
𝑅 =
𝐴
𝐴 + 𝐵
,
𝐹
1
=
𝑃 × 𝑅 × 2
𝑃 + 𝑅
,
(4)
where 𝐴 is the number of mathematical formulas retrieved
correctly in retrieval results, 𝐵 is the number of mathematical
formulas that should be retrieved but do not appear in
retrieval results, and 𝐶 is the number of mathematical
formulas that should not be retrieved but appear in retrieval
results.
To verify the performance of the proposed method, some
mathematical formulas are modified according to Table 4.
In experiments, retrievals are done 2016 times; the aver-
age precision is 96.35%, the average recall is 95.38%, the
average 𝐹
1
value is 96.86%, and the retrieval time is 378ms.
The experimental results show that the proposed method
obtains high retrieval accuracy. The key reasons are that
the method realized semantic retrieval. If the semantic of
retrievedmathematical formula is the same as the destination
mathematical formula, then the corresponding structure of
binary tree is uniform after normalizing the structure of the
binary tree. Even if the destination mathematical formula
exits in more than one binary tree representation, after
normalizing variable names, at least one preorder traversing
sequence of binary tree is the same as retrievedmathematical
formula. The retrieval speed of the proposed approach is
fast. The key reasons are that the method searches the table
named by the structure code and the formula elements of
the first two levels of the binary tree. If the table exists in the
mathematical formula database, then to search the preorder
traversing sequence of the retrievedmathematical formula in
the table.
6. Conclusion
Based on the binary tree representation of mathematical
formula, a mathematical formula retrieval method for LaTeX
documents is introduced in this paper. Experimental results
show that the algorithmnot only realizes semantic retrieval of
mathematical formula but also has higher retrieval precision
and faster retrieval speed. The results achieved in the offline
retrieval promise the proposed method will work in the
online case as well. The disadvantage of the existing retrieval
system is that it cannot retrieve mathematical formula in
LaTeX documents when it is solved. How to retrieve math-
ematical formula in PDF documents andWORD documents
would be our research work in future.
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